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^-THEORETIC CLASSIFICATION 
FOR INDUCTIVE LIMIT Z2 ACTIONS ON AF ALGEBRAS 

GEORGE A. ELLIOTT AND HONGBING SU 

ABSTRACT. In this paper a /^-theoretic classification is given of the C* -dynamical 
systems \\m^(An,an,Z2) where An is finite-dimensional. Corresponding to the trivial 
action is the A^-theoretic classification for AF algebras obtained in [3] (also see [1]). 

1. Introduction. Let G be a compact group, let A — lim_+ A„ be the inductive limit 
of a sequence of finite-dimensional C*-algebras, and let a = lim_+ an be an inductive 
limit action of G on A, with an acting on An. Then one can form the C*-algebra crossed 
product^ xa G = lim_^w xan G. In [5], it was shown that if each an arises from a 
representation of G in the unitary group U(An) ofA„9 then the natural AT-theory data of 
A xa G is a complete invariant for the C*-dynamical system (A, a, G). In the case that A 
is unital, this data consists of the AT-group K0(A xa G), together with (i) the natural order 
structure, (ii) the special element coming from the projection obtained by averaging the 
canonical unitaries of the crossed product, and (iii) the natural module structure over 
representation ring Ko(G) (also see [4], [2] and [6]). 

In this note, we shall show that one has a similars-theoretic classification result if one 
removes the restriction on a„9 but restricts attention to the group Z/2Z. Let us denote 
this group by Z2. Since an may not be inner, the information contained in KQ(A) may 
not be recovered completely from K$(A xa Z2). One needs to adjoin this, as well as the 
actions on the AT-groups, to the invariant. 

More precisely, let A be a unital C*-algebra and let a be a Z2 action on A. There is a 
canonical embedding of A into A xa Z2. There is also a dual action of Z2 on A xa Z2. 
The AT-theory data we need here is the following: 

(i) (K0(A)9K0(A)+
9[lA]9a*)9 

(ii) (Ko(A xa Z2),Ko(A xa Z2)+, the special element, d*), and 
(iii) the map K0(A) —> K0(A xa Z2). 

2. Order two actions on finite-dimensional C*-algebras. Let̂ 4 be a finite-dimen
sional C* -algebra and let a be an order two automorphism of A. Write A = ®%=] M„k. 
Then a(M„k) is another summand of A. So a can be decomposed into a direct sum of 
irreducible actions. Each such action /? has the form (Mn9 (3) or (Mn ® M„, (3). Let (A9 a) 
be irreducible. There are two possible cases. We gather some simple facts. 

CASEl. A=Mn. 
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/̂ -THEORETIC CLASSIFICATION 947 

In this case, a is determined by an order two unitary V G M„: 

a(a)=VaV*, aeA. 

Fcan be chosen to be diagonal. It is well known that ,4 x a Z2 is isomorphic to Mn($Mn, 
and we will use the identification: 

a + bUa —>(a + bV,a-bV*), a,beA, 

where Ua is the canonical unitary in the crossed product. 
If one identifies Ko(A) with Z and identifies K0(A xaZ2) with Z2, the map from K0(A) 

to K0(A xa Z2) sends x to (x,x). The special element in K0(A xaZ2) is (x,y) in Z2 where 
JC is the number of the positive eigenvalues of V and y is the number of the negative 
eigenvalues of V. a* is of course trivial. In general, 6t(a + bUa) = a — bUa. Hence, a* 
permutes the two copies of Z in Ko(A xa Z2). 

CASE 2. A=Mn®Mn. 

There must exist a unitary U E M„ such that 

a(a, b) = (UbLT, U*aU), (a, b)eA 

This action is equivalent to permuting the two components. In another word, we can take 
U = 1. The C* -algebra crossed product is M2n and the identification is 

(a,,fl2) + (6.,62)l/«—* [vHv* y^J 

Hence, d can be identified with Ad 

If one identifies K$(A) with Z2 and identifies Ko(AxaZ2) with Z, the map from Ko(A) 
to Ko(A xaZ2) will send (x,y) tox+y. The automorphism a* is the permutation and a* 
is trivial. The special element is n. 

3. Existence. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let {A, a, Z2) and{B, (3, Z2) be two irreducible C*-dynamicalsystems. 
Let F be an order preserving group homomorphism from (KO(A)9[\A]9OC*) to 
(Ko(B\ [1#],/3*Y Let <j> be an order preserving group homomorphism from 
(Ko(A xaZ2), a*) to (Ko(B X p Z2), /3*) preserving the special elements. Then there exists 
a morphism xj; from (A, a, Z2) to (B, /?, Z2) such that I/J* = F and such that the extension 
of 'ip to A xa Z2 induces <f>. 

PROOF. There are four cases to be considered. 

CASE 1. A=Mk and£ = Mn. 
Let U G Mk and V G Mn be two unitaries determining a and /?, respectively. Denote 

by (x, y) and (jc,ĵ ) the number of positive eigenvalues and negative eigenvalues of U and 
V, respectively. 

i -°. • 
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948 G. A. ELLIOTTANDH.SU 

Clearly, F — n/k. Since 0 intertwines a* and /?*, (f> can be represented by , 

By the assumption on the special elements, one has 

(ax + by, bx + ay) = (x,y) 

This gives 
n=x+y = (a + b)(x +y) = (a + b)k. 

Set ei = €2 = • • • = Q) = —4 £ -4 and set ê +i = • • • = ea+b = h £ ^- Then 
e = diag(ei,..., ea+b) is in 5. Furthermore, e commutes with diag(z,... ,z), a + b copies 
of z E A Since diag((7,..., £/) has (a + 6)x positive eigenvalues, diag(£7,..., U)e has 

(a + b)x — bx + by = x 

positive eigenvalues. Similarly, it has^ negative eigenvalues. 
Since Fanddiag(£/,..., U)e have the same eigenvalues, there exists a unitary W E M„ 

such that W*VW= diag(t/,..., f/)c, and for a E v4, 

"f/ 1* la 1i \a 1 rf/ 

£/ 
w*vw 

u 
w*vw. 

This is to say that the map i/; from y4 to 5 defined by: 

a 

*P(a) = W W*, a£A, 

intertwines a and /?. 
As we pointed out, -0* = F. Let $ be the map from A xa Z2 to B xf3 Z2 induced by ip. 

A direct computation shows that 0* = <j>. 

CASE 2. ^ = Mk © M* and 5 = M„. 

Let U ^ Mk and F E M„ be unitaries determining a and /J, respectively. Identify 
ATo(̂ ) and #o(v4 x a Z2) with Z and identify K0(A) and AT0(# x^ Z2) with Z2. F can be 

identified with (a, b) and 1/; can be identified with , J. Since F intertwines a* and /3*, 

a — b. Since </> intertwines d* and /3*, c = d. Let (*,>>) denote the special element of 
KQ(B X ^ Z 2 ) from Section 2 it follows that & is the special element of KQ(A x aZ2) . Hence, 

; ) * - ( ; 
This gives us n = 2a — 2ck, and x = y. 

Consider the unitary TV in Mn defined as follows: 
U 

7V = U 

u 

u\ 
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Clearly, N has | positive eigenvalues and | negative eigenvalues. There exists a unitary 
WeMn such that W*VW = N. 

For (01,02) €d, set 

ip(aua2)= W 

a\ 

a\ 
a2 

W*. 

a2 

Then ^ is a morphism from (A, a, Z2) to (B, (3, Z2). 

It is clear that 0* = F. Let 1/; be the map from A xa Z2 to B Xp Z2 induced by t/;. $* 
maps Z2 to Z and 1/;* intertwines d* and /3*. Hence, $* is necessarily </>. 

CASE 3. ^ = Mk and 5 = M„ ® M„. 

Let U E Mk and F G M „ determine a and /?, respectively. Identify KQ(A) and KQ(B Xp 

Z2) with Z and identify K0(A xa Z2) and KQ(B) with Z2. One can write F • 0 and 

(/> = (c, d). Since these maps intertwine corresponding actions, a = b and c — d. Again, 
denote the special elements of Ko(A xa Z2) and KQ{B Xp Z2) by (x,y) and n. Then one 
has 

ck = cx + cy = n. 

Define a map xjj from A to 5 as follows: for £ £ ^ 

where 

V>i(0 = ( 

^2(0 = Ad r 
u 

£ 

t/ 
<M0 

Then it is readily checked that 1/; o a = (3 o 1/;. It is also clear that ^* = F With xj; the 
map from A xa Z2to B x@ Z2 induced by £, 1/;* maps Z2 to Z. Since $* intertwines d* 
and/5*, -0* = </>. 

CASE 4. ^ = Mk®Mk and 5 = Mn®M„. 
Let U G Mk and K £ M„ determine a and /?, respectively. One can take £/ and K to be 

Ik and /„, respectively. F can be written as 

and b = c. 

a b 
c d 

Since Foa* = /J*oF, we have a — d 
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Define a map ty from A to B by 

^(a\9a2) = (^\(a\,a2\^2(a],a2)) 

where 

i)\(a]9a2) 

a\ 

a\Idxd 
a2 

i>2(a\,a2) = 

a2 

a2 

a2ldxd 
a\ 

a\ 
Then i/> is a morphism from (a, a) to (B, (3) and t/> induces F and 0. 

THEOREM 3.2. Le/ {A, a, Z2) and(B, f3, Z2) be two C* -dynamical systems. LetFbe an 
order preserving group homomorphismfrom (KQ(A), [I A], <**) to (Ko(B), [l#],/3*). Let <j) 
be an order preserving group homomorphismfrom (Ko(A x aZ2), a*) to (Ko(BxpZ2), /3* \ 
mapping the special element to the special element. Assume further that the following 
diagram commutes: 

K0(A) —• K0(AxaZ2) 
Fi [ + 

K0(B) —, Ko(Bx0Z2) 
Then there exists a morphism ip from (A, a, Z2) to (B, /3, Z2) such that ip* = F and such 
that the map induced by ipfrom A xa Z2 to B x$Z2 gives rise to <j>. 

PROOF. Clearly, we may assume that (#, /?, Z2) is irreducible and the unitary, say A, 
implementing f3 is diagonal. Write (A, a, Z2) = (A \, a\, Z2)@(A2, a2,Z2). We will reduce 
the theorem to the case that (A, a, Z2) = (At, a/9 Z2). 

C A S E I . B = Mn. 

Denote by (x,y) the special element of KQ(B Xp Z2). Then 

' 1 + f/a, • 

2 1 

[l + ^ l 
2 ) = (x,y). 

Define (x,-, >>/), / = 1,2, as follows: 

(» 

l+Vo), 
• l + l / a 
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Let P G Mn be a diagonal projection such that PXP has x\ positive eigenvalues and 
y\ negative eigenvalues. Clearly, P commutes with A. Hence, (PBP,Ad(P\P),Z2) is a 
dynamical system. Similarly, if one sets Q = 1 — P, then [QBQ, AA(Q\Q),Z2) is also a 
dynamical system. Furthermore, the embedding of PBP into B, say ip, and the embedding 
of QBQ into B, say IQ, are equivariant. We shall denote the two dynamical systems by 
(PBP, P\) and (QBQ, j52\ respectively. 

It is clear that KQ(PBP XQX Z2) — Z2. Furthermore, if one denotes the extension of/> 
to PBP Xfa Z2 by iP, then for a + Upt G / W x^, Z2, 

iP,(a + bU0l ) = iP(a) + iP(b)Up. 

So 

W M ) = M, M e K0(PBP x0l z2). 

In other words, z>* is the identity map on Z2. Similarly, one can define IQ, and /g* and 
they are the identity maps on Z2. Hence, we have the following diagram: 

K0(PBP) * K0(B) <- W © 0 ) 

I I i 
Ko(PBPx0lZ2) * Ko(Bx0Z2) <- W i e O x f f | 9 a 2 Z 2 ) 

Furthermore, the two rows in the diagram respect the corresponding actions, respectively. 
By this diagram, we can define two maps from Ko(A\(& 0) to KQ(PBP) and from Ko(A \ 0 
0 xai0«2 Z2) to Ko(PBP Xpi Z2), respectively. (PBP,(3) was constructed to satisfy the 
conditions of the Theorem 3.2 for (A \, ot\) and (PBP, /3\). So by applying the Theorem 3.1 
and the induction, we obtain a unital *-homomorphism xjj\ from (A \, a\) to (P^P, /3i) to 
realize the ^-theory data associated with these two C*-dynamical systems. 

Similarly, there is a unital *-homomorphism ^2 from (A2, oc2) to (QBQ, j52) to realize 
the A -̂theory data associated with these two C*-dynamical systems. Now ip = ipoiJjl + 
ig o \j)2 is a desired map. 

CASE 2. B = Mn®Mn. 

Using the same argument as above, one shows that the theorem can be reduced to the 
case that (A, a) is irreducible. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

4. Uniqueness. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let </> and ip be two morphisms from (A, a, Z2) to (B, /J, Z2\ Suppose 
that both (A, a) and (B, /3) are irreducible. Denote by </> and $ the maps from AxaZ2to 
B XpZ2 induced by </> and ip, respectively. Ifcf)* = ^* and if<j>* = $*, then there exists a 
unitary U G BP, the fixed point subalgebra ofB, such that <j> = Ad U o y\j. 

PROOF. Again there are four cases to be considered. 

CASE 1. A = Mk and B = M„. 
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Let U G Mk and V G Mn be two unitaries that implement a and /?, respectively. Let 
X and 7 be two unitaries in B such that 

(j>{a) = X 

xKa) = Y 

X*, aeA, 

r , aeA. 

Since both maps are equivariant, one has two order two unitaries 

U 

L = TV*X\ 

N= TTY 

U 
U 

u 
in the commutant of the following algebra: 

'a 

eB\aeA\ 9*\k®M«. 

Let S and R be two unitaries in 1* ® Mi such that 

SLST = \k < 

RNR* = h 

A, 

A , J 

u 
Clearly, {A/}*=1 and {C/}*=i

 a r e o n e s o r negative ones. 
Identify A x a Z^ with Mk 0 M* and identify B x^ Z2 with Mk®Mk. Then for a, 6 G ̂  

0(a + bU,a-bU) = (<j>(a) + 0(6)K,0(a) - 0(6)F). 

A direct computation shows that 

0(7,0) =JES* / + 

A, 
, / -

A, 

1ST. 

Write 0* = . Then c and d are the ranks of 

A, 
1 

/ + 
Xn 
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1 
9 

1 
I -

L 
\ 

and 

A , 
k 

respectively. Since <j>* = t/!*, this says that {A/}/=1 = {£/};Li • So there exists Z G Ik 0M« 
such that ZLZ* = N. Then 

v(xrr) = (xrr)v. 
If one replaces Y by YZ, which will not change t/;, one has 

</> = Ad(AT*)^. 

CASE 2. A=Mk®Mk and £ = M„. 

Let U € Mk and F £ M„ be two unitaries such that 

a(a\,d2) = (Ua2U*,U*a\U), (a\,ai)^A, 

P(b)=VbV*9 b<EB. 

We may take U = Ik. 
Let ̂  and 7 be two unitaries in B such that 

<K*,y) = x X*, (x,y) E A, 

VfojO = r 

J 

r , (x,y)€A. 

From Section 3, we see that n is necessarily an even number and the numbers of copies 
for x and y should be the same, for </> and ip. 

Again, using the same computation as in Case 1, one can show that L = 

rvx 
L 2 

h 
2 and7V= TVY 

h 
h 

belong to the following commutant: 

(x,y)eA\^Ik®Mn_eik®Mn.. 
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Now L and N can be written as 

L = 

This leads to the following equations: 

X*VX = 

N = 
Ny 

N2 

L2 

N2 

Nx 

Since V is of order two, L\L2 — I and N\N2 = /. We have 

'N\L! 1 
l\ 

\L\Nj ' 
[ I = 

So there exists Z E h 0 M i © A 0 MJL such that 

zx*vxz* = r*r. 
Finally, one obtains </> = Ad(yZY*)o?/; by replacing Fby 7Z. Notice that YZX* commutes 
with V. 

CASE 3. A = Mk and B = M„ © Af„. 

Let £/ and K be two unitaries determining a and /?, respectively. We may assume that 
V — ln. LetXj and^2 be two unitaries in Mn such that 

<t>{x) = Xx X\,X2 XX , x G ^ , 

and let Y\ and I2 be two unitaries in Mn such that 

MO = î V,^ ^ , i G i 

Since both maps intertwine a and /?, one has that 

U 

L=Y2*Y, ' 

N = X2*X\ 

U 
u 

u 
belong to the commutant: 

e Mn\xeA 
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K-THEORETIC CLASSIFICATION 955 

One computes that: 
NL*=X2*X\Yx*Yl9 

i.e., 
X]Y]*=X2NL*Y2*. 

If one replaces Y2 by Y2LN*, *p will not be changed. On the other hand, one has 

X\Y\* —X2Y2. 

This is exactly the condition for (X\ Y\,X2Y\) to commute with (3. Clearly, 

<t) = Ad(XlYl\X2Y2*)oil;. 

CASE 4. A—Mk@Mk and B = Mn&Mn. 

Let U and V be two unitaries determining a and /?, respectively. Since </> intertwines 
a and /?, </> must have the following form: for (x,y) G 4̂, 

(j)(x,y) = ((/>i(x,̂ ),</>2(x,̂ )) 

where 

0 , (* ,>O=* 

fe(*,>0 = * 

Here X is a unitary in M„ and </>* = 

yidxd1 

r 

y* 

c d 
d c 

x* 

xldxd-

if one identifies both KQ(A) and KQ(B) with 

Z2. Similarly, there exists a unitary 7 in Mn such that for (x, j>) £ v4, 

^(x,j) = (^lfajO^fojO) 

where 

1>\{xty)=Y\ 

r 

yldxd-
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Mx9y)=Y\ r 

idxd-

Clearly, 

\l) = Ad(YT, YX*) o <f) 

and (YX*, YX*) is a fixed point of 0. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let <j> and ip be two morphismfrom (A, a, Z2) to (B, (3, Z2) where each 
of which is a finite direct sum of irreducible C*-dynamical systems. Denote by <f> and i/> 
the maps from A xa Z2 to B x^ Z2 induced by <j> and ijj, respectively. 

If <j>* = 0* and if (ft* — 0*> then there exists a unitary U E B&, the fixed point 
subalgebra ofB, such that </> = Ad U o ijj. 

PROOF. Clearly, we may assume that (B, (3) is irreducible and the unitary V that im
plements j3 is diagonal. We will reduce the problem to the case that (A, a) is irreducible. 

Let P £ Aa be a projection. Than </>(F) G 2?̂  and ijj(P) G B^.ln our case, the crossed 
products and the fixed point subalgebras are stable isomorphic. So <j>(P) and ijj(P) have 
the same ^-theory in K0(B^). There is a unitary X E £^ so that Ad(Z)<K^) = V W 

Let (/4, a) = 0(^4/, or/) where each (At, a,) is irreducible. Let Pf be the identity of Aj. 
Then P/ is in the fixed point algebra. The same argument as above produces a unitary 
Y e B? such that Ad(Y)<t>(Pi) = ^(Pt) for all /. By considering Ad(F)</> and V from 
(^/, or/) to (PjBPj, (5) we reduce the theorem to 4.1. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

5. Classification. 

THEOREM. Let(A,a,Z2) = \im^(An,an,Z2) and (B,(3,Z2) = lim_4#„,/3w,Z2) be 
two inductive limit C*-dynamical systems, let F be an order preserving group isomor
phism from (KQ(A\ a*) to (Ko(B),(3*^ mapping [\A] to [1#] and let (f> be an order pre
serving group isomorphism from (KQ(A xa Z2), a*) to (Ko(B x@ Z2 ),/?*) mapping the 
special element to the special element. Suppose that the following diagram commutes: 

K0(A) 

K0(B) 

K0(AxaZ2) 

K0(BxpZ2). 

Then there is an isomorphism ^from (A, a) to (B, (3) such that ip* — F and such that the 
extension of a map from A xa Z2 to B x^Z2 gives rise to the map <j>. 
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PROOF. By passing to subsequences and changing notation, we may assume that we 
have the following intertwings: 

(K0(A}),au) —+ (K0(A2\au) _ > . . . _ > (K0(A)9a*) 

I ^ I ^ t 
(K0(B}),I3U) —> (K0(B2\P2*) — ••• —- (KQ(B\p*) 

and 

(K0(Al xa]Z2ldu) —> ( % X a 2 Z 2 ) , 4 ) —• ••• -> (A:0(^ x aZ2) ,d*) 

(Ko(B]XplZ2),(3u) -» («o(«2X fcZ2),ft,) _ . . . - , ( ^ 0 ( S x ? Z 2 ) i , ) 

We would like to make these two intertwings compatible. Notice that we have: 

KQ(Ai) -> tf0(/J) = K0(B) _ . . . ^ - Ab(B.) 

/ : 0 ( ^ x a | Z 2 ) -> £0C4x aZ2) S K0(BxpZ2) « _ . . . « - Ab(B|X^,Z2) 

So there exists n such that 

KoC4i) — ^o(5„) 

I I 
A: 0 (^ x a i z 2 ) —> £o(fl/i x/?„ z 2 ) 

commutes. This shows that we can actually have two intertwing sequences satisfying 

K0(A„) —> K0(AnxanZ2) 

I I 
K0(B„) — K0(B„ x0n Z2) 

1 r 
K0(Bn) —> £o(#w x/3„ Z2 

I i 
We would like to point out that we may require these intertwings to preserve the special 
elements and the identity projections. 

By Theorem 3.2, one may lift each map to the dynamical system. By Theorem 4.2, 
one can correct each up and down map by an inner automorphism commuting with the 
actions so the following diagram is commutative: 

(A\,a) —> (A2,a2) —> ••• —> (A,a) 

I ^ I 
(5,,j3,) —» (flz.ft) — • • • — > (B,f3). 

(cf. e.g., [2].) Hence (A, a) and (B, (3) must be isomorphic, and by an isomorphism giving 
rise to the given maps </> and F. 
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